Daughter of the Turkish billionaire Huseyin Basaran was among
11 victims of the deadly air crash in southwestern Iran on Sunday
night, according to Turkish media reports. “The Bombardier Challenger 604 business jet, tail number TC-TRB, owned by Basaran Holding, and was carrying the holding’s heir Mina Basaran
who traveled to Dubai on Friday with seven friends to celebrate
her bachelorette party. Basaran was due to marry at the end of
March,” Daily Sabah reported. The business jet carrying eight
passengers and three crew members crashed into a mountain in
central Iran on Sunday, killing all on board. The plane was flying
back to Istanbul from the Persian Gulf Emirate of Sharjah.
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Persian Miniature:

cooking

What to eat in
Chaharshanbeh Souri?

A Richly Detailed Miniature

Tonight is Chaharshanbeh Souri, the eve
of the last Wednesday of the Persian calendar. Tonight many people in Iran and all
the Iranians around the world will celebrate
the end of the year by jumping over small
bonfires.
On this evening Chaharshanbeh Souri Ajil
is nibbled on.
The night is not complete without a bowl
of Ash, Persian hearty soup.you can cook
Asheh Jo,Asheh Hooboobaat or Asheh Gojeh Farangi.No matter what you do, have a
fantastic Chaharshanbeh Souri!

Persian miniature is a richly detailed miniature painting which depicts religious or mythological themes from the region of the Middle East now known as Iran. The art of miniature
painting in Persia flourished from the 13th through the 16th centuries, and continues to this
day, with several contemporary artists producing notable Persian miniatures. These delicate, lush
paintings are typically visually stunning, with a level of detail which can only be achieved with a
very fine hand and an extremely small brush. Persian miniature is a small painting, whether a book
illustration or a separate work of art intended to be kept in an album of such works. The techniques
are broadly comparable to the Western and Byzantine traditions of miniatures in illuminated manuscripts, which probably had an influence on the origins of the Persian tradition. Although there is an
equally well-established Persian tradition of wall painting, the survival rate and state of preservation of miniatures is better, and miniatures are much the best-known form of Persian painting in the
West. Several features about Persian miniatures stand out.
The first is the size and level of detail; many of these paintings are quite small, but they feature
rich, complex scenes which can occupy a viewer for hours. Classically, a Persian miniature also
features accents in gold and silver leaf, along with a very vivid array of colors. Behzad is the most
famous of Persian miniature painters, though he is more accurately understood as the director of
a workshop (or kitabkhana) producing manuscript illuminations in a style he conceived. Persian
painting of the period frequently uses an arrangement of geometric architectural elements as the
structural or compositional context in which the figures are arranged. Behzad is equally skilled with
the organic areas of landscape, but where he uses the traditional geometric style Behzad stretches
that compositional device in a couple ways.
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Chaharshanbe Suri
ne of the most important things
to do in Iran is to check out the
calendar for annual festivals.
Iran holds and celebrates various events
and festivals all year round. Some of the
rituals and festivals in Iran consist of religious ceremonies and rites, and many
others have more historic and ceremonial backgrounds. There are also many
feasts and celebrations to pay homage
to many deities and they are mostly
farming festivals. The festivals in Iran
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vary greatly by region due to Iran’s multiethnic make-up. One of the most important and old festivals is Chahrshanbe
Suri. On the last Wednesday of December, the Festival of Fire takes place and
sees bonfires sprouting up in various
public areas, in alleys, in front of homes
and sometimes parks. Chahar-Shanbeh
means Wednesday and Suri means both
‘Red’ and ‘Celebration’. In this “red celebration”, people go out and make bush
fires and keep them burning till the next

morning. This is symbolic of burning all
that was bad, pain, unhappiness, sickness and worry and looking forward to
a new beginning. People jump over the
burning cinders and shout, “Oh, Chahrshanbe Suri; Give me your red color (red
face color is the symbol of healthiness)
and take back sickly pallor,” which is a
purification ritual. Some believe their ancestors’ spirits visit during the last few
days of the year. Chaharshanbe Suri is
the symbol of good health, cultivation,
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Persian
festival of Fire

light, and purity to the Iranian. It is believed that the ritual guarantees the dissipation of the misfortunes and evils, and
of course, the materialization of people’s
hopes and desires for the next year.
There are several rituals and routines
performing in the Chaharshanbe Suri,
which make the festival a richer perspective. Some of the most important ones
are listed here:
■ Qaashoq-Zani (Spoon-hitting)
It usually a veil (chador) covering the
entire body, longing youths go to seven
different houses and make a noise by
hitting a bowl with a spoon to signal the
household residing in the house. Being
presented, by the household, with some
treat betokens a positive omen, and vice
versa.
■ Kuze-Shekani (earthenware
jar-shattering)
The household put some coal, as the
sign of ill omen, and some salt, standing
for evil eye, plus a cheap coin, signifying
poverty, inside an earthenware jar. They
turn the earthenware jar around their
heads one by one. Then, one of them
throws the jar over the roof onto the alley. Thus, ill omen, evil eye and poverty
are driven out of the house.
■ Gereh-Goshaee
Similarly, women yearning to tie the
knot or persons who have run into some
problem, make a knot at the corner of a
handkerchief or some other garment and
request the first person whom they come
across to undo it. The willingness will signal a hopeful portent.
■ Shaal-Andazi (shawl-dropping)
In some parts of the country, young boys,
who are engaged, drop a shawl or wraparound down from the roof of their fiancé’s house and she would present him
with some confection or other present.
Along with these rites, there are also others such as making soup for the sick, discarding the outworn furniture, etc.

Preserving local

Culture in an
Innovative Way
group of wayang keroncong
(Portuguese-tinged pop puppeteers) from Surakarta, Central
Java, has found an innovative way to
preserve local culture. Named Congwayndut, an abbreviation of Keroncong
Wayang Gendut (Fat Puppeteer Keroncong), the group seeks to highlight local
culture through its comedic wayang performances, thejakartapost.com reported.
One of its members, 37-year-old Dwi
Suryanto known to friends as ‘Gendut’
(Fatso), said the combination of keroncong music and wayang was part of the
group’s effort to popularize the traditional
art among the younger generation. “Keroncong is a type of music that people
identify with Java, especially Surakarta.
To attract young people, we combined it
with other types of music,” he said after
a hilariously entertaining performance at
Balai Soejatmoko in Surakartn. Established in 2010, the group has performed
shows across the country and abroad. “I
founded the group with around 15 other
people.
Supported by my friends, it aims to regenerate the fans of wayang. We fear a
future where wayang no longer interests
the younger generation.” During each
performance, the group does not always
speak Javanese. “When in Singapore,
we perform using the Malay language
and the response was very positive.
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